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We wrap,

RadioShack®

Gift Express®

park,

 ....................  .

include a card,

and have it
shipped for you.

Send great electronic gifts to anyone,,
anywhere in the USA-fast and easy!

Discover the hassle -free way to send gifts for birthdays, anniversaries and more Stop by
your nearby Radio Shack or call toll -free and choose from thousands of great gifts Our
Radio Shack Gift Express service will wrap, pack, indude a personalized card, and send
your gift anywhere in the USA via FedEx® delivery service-all for just $4 plus shipping
and handling. (Sales tax will be added to your order according to the state of gift delivery)
We'll even indude addresses of nearby Radio Shack® stores where the recipient can get
helpful information, accessories or exchange the gift. You can order by dialing...

1 -800 -THE -SHACK'
Satisfaction Guaranteed! If for any reason your gift recipient is not satisfied, we will
provide a replacement or full refund. The recipient simply returns the packing slip and
gift item(s), along with all product packaging and operating manuals, to the nearest
Radio Shack store or participating dealer within 30 days of the shipping date.
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THE REPAIR SHOP
at

RadioShack,
We fix most

maior brands of
out -of -warranty

electronics
including

All VCR brands!
We repair stereos, VCRs, camcorders,
portable TVs up to 13 inches, phones,
answerers-even PCs!

Jus! call or visit your nearby Radio Shack and describe the brand, model
and the problem-we'll quote you a general price range estimate at no charge

We're the largest electronics repair network in the U.S., with convenient
drop-off and pick-up right at your neighborhood Radio Shack
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Our technicians use only high -quality parts that meet or exceed the
manufacturer's standards

Repairs are backed with a 90 -day parts and labor guarantee-and labor
covers the entire unit, not just the repaired component (For example,
if we fix the left channel on your stereo and, within 90 days, the right
channel ..toes out, we'll fix it for Orly the cost of the new parts!)

For the location of a store near you, call

1 -8110 -TIE -SNACK""
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